Purpose: To overcome the potential tension between clinical and ecological validity in speech audiometric assessment by creating a new set of sentence materials with high linguistic validity for the Dutch-speaking area. Methods: A linguistic "fingerprint" of modern spoken Dutch and Flemish served to generate a set of sentences recorded from 1 male and 1 female talker. The sentences were presented to 30 normalhearing listeners in stationary speech noise at a signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of -5 dB sound pressure level (SPL). A list design criterion was used to achieve perceptive homogeneity across the test lists, by scrambling lists of sentences of different syntactic types while controlling for linguistic complexity. The original set of test materials was narrowed down to 360 sentences, and list equivalency was evaluated at the audiological and linguistic levels. A psychometric curve was generated with a resolution of 2 dB based on a second group of 60 young normal-hearing native speakers of Dutch and Flemish. Results: Sentence understanding showed an average repetition accuracy of 63.40% (SD 1.01) across the lists at an SNR of -5 dB SPL. No significant differences were found between the lists at the level of the individual listener. At the linguistic level, the sentence lists showed an equal distribution of phonological, morphological, and syntactic features. Conclusion: LiCoS combines the clinical benefit of acoustic control at the list level with the high ecological validity of linguistically representative test items. The new speech audiometric test is particularly appropriate to assess sentence understanding in individuals who would otherwise exhibit near-ceiling performance when tested with linguistically more simplified test stimuli. In combination with pure tone audiometric assessment, LiCoS provides valuable complementary information with respect to the functional hearing of patients.
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Introduction

Speech Audiometry as a Measure of Functional Hearing Performance
To ensure that those who need hearing devices obtain and use them to a maximum benefit, the development and constitution of adequate hearing assessment and rehabilitation programs should meet the challenges that current populations with a hearing impairment are facing in daily communication. As oral communication is a social skill that heavily relies on the ability to hear and understand speech, pure tone audiometric results are therefore ideally complemented by speech audiometric testing.
A critical analysis of existing speech audiometric assessment materials for the Dutch-and Flemish-speaking area [1] has revealed that although existing speech audiometric sentence tests are without any doubt useful components of the diagnostic audiological test battery (see, for instance, the "VU Amsterdam sentence test" [2, 3] and LIST [4] ), they are not very representative of the speech that patients are confronted with in day-to-day listening situations.
As it has been shown that one of the main reasons for the nonuse or underuse of hearing aids is the user's poor benefit and listening experience in real-life communication situations [5] , there is an increasing interest in the ecological validity of hearing tests that can be used in clinical audiological practice.
Why Linguistic Balancing Matters
An important feature of modern speech audiometric tests is that they seek to achieve a high comparability of sentence lists by controlling for acoustic information, i.e., test lists are compiled in such a way that in normal-hearing listeners, the variation between each of them in terms of speech reception thresholds (SRTs) -expressed as the hearing level at which a performance level of 50% correctly repeated speech items is reached -is only minimal.
Importantly, research on German sentence perception tests for speech audiometry has revealed that in addition to acoustic variation, SRTs are also sensitive to linguistic parameters. Variation in syntactic structure, word frequency, and sentence ambiguity have been shown to have a consistent and systematic effect on sentence intelligibility test outcomes. For sentences that are presented in noisy conditions, linguistic complexity has a negative effect on SRTs in young listeners with normal hearing [6] and on elderly listeners with hearing loss, especially in combination with age-related cognitive decline [7] . In a similar vein, noise has been shown to have a stronger impact on the processing and understanding of structurally difficult parts of the sentence than on syntactically simpler parts [8] .
Study Objectives
Taken together, the combination of acoustic and linguistic features for speech perception may have important implications for speech audiometric assessment in audiological practice. Nonauditory factors such as lexical and syntactic features of the target language system may increase the cognitive demands of processing sentences in noise. In combination with hearing loss this may lead to suboptimal functional hearing in day-to-day listening situations even among patients with good speech discrimination outcomes. In this sense, the use of a balanced list of test sentences with varying degrees of syntactic complexity may provide useful information with regard to the subjective benefits of particular hearing devices for a patient.
The goal of the present study was to develop and evaluate a new set of sentence lists for the Dutch-and Flemish-speaking area that takes into account both acoustic and linguistic parameters that might affect speech audiometric outcomes. In addition, our intention was to develop materials that may be used to evaluate the hearing performance of hearing-impaired individuals in communicative settings that are representative of the modern Dutch language as it is used in daily communication. This implies that the sentences should be as close as possible to genuine conversational speech, and as such be uttered at a normal speaking rate. Against this background of ecological validity, linguistic control is ideally obtained by carefully balancing the lexical and grammatical complexity levels within each test list, reducing as much as possible any potentially unwanted linguistic effect on speech perception outcomes.
Methods
Linguistic and Audiological Selection Criteria for Sentence Generation and Recording Principles
During a first stage, a set of 500 sentences was created in such a way that they contain a fixed number of keywords (2 per sentence) on the basis of which sentence intelligibility was assessed. As semantic predictability is known to facilitate word recognition, all sentences were generated in such a way that they comply with the syntactic rules of modern Dutch but have very low semantic transparency, i.e., no fixed expressions have been used, nor do the 2 keywords within 1 sentence belong to the same semantic field.
Importantly, to achieve a representative yet homogeneous level of linguistic variation, each list was balanced for a large number of linguistic parameters covering the lexical, phonological, morphological, and syntactic components of modern spoken Dutch: lexical balancing consisted in selecting the keywords from a list of the 5,000 most frequently used words in Dutch based on a large reference corpus (9 million words) of contemporary Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands and Flanders by adult speakers (Corpus Gesproken Nederlands [9] ); phonemic balancing was obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between the normalized histograms for the initial phonemes and the phoneme bigrams of the keywords and the abovementioned reference corpus of spoken Dutch [for a detailed description of the algorithm, see 10]; and the keywords were balanced for 8 major word classes (adjectives, adverbs, nouns, prepositions, pronouns, quantifiers, verbs, and conjunctions), for which the relative proportion reflects the distribution found in the Dutch reference corpus.
Importantly, all sentences were also balanced for syntactic structure, providing a representative sample of the variation in syntactic complexity that is found in modern spoken language. Each sentence list thus covers 8 different types, ranging from syntactically "simple" main clauses (e.g., with the canonical word order SubjectVerb- [Object] ) over clauses with "medium" complexity (e.g., with noncanonical word orders such as the ones found in passives or topic-verb constructions) to "fully complex" structures (e.g., coordinated and subordinated clauses, subject and object relatives). Again, the relative proportion of each syntactic type is in agreement with the large reference corpus of modern spoken Dutch.
All lists were further balanced with respect to the length of the sentences, reducing variation within one syntactic type to maximally 1 word and to 2 syllables per sentence. In a similar vein, the length of the keywords was also balanced, resulting in limited variation in the proportion of mono-, bi-, tri-, and quadrisyllabic words per test list.
The 500 sentences were recorded by 1 male and 1 female speaker. Recordings were done separately for Dutch (The Netherlands) and Flemish (Flanders, Belgium) native speakers, using a H2 ZOOM recorder connected to an Acer laptop computer with a Realtek High Definition Audio sound card. Signals from the microphone were captured through the Praat software [11] at a sample frequency of 44,100 Hz. The total set of recordings thus consisted of 2 × 500 sentences uttered by 2 male and 2 female speakers. The male and female voices were carefully balanced across the syntactic types. The 4 speakers were trained speech-language pathologists, and their speech was evaluated by 2 independent and naive observers who judged it not to present any regional pronunciation.
The average speaking rate of the sentences was 4.5 syllables per second, a rate which is in line with the references in the literature regarding normal conversational speech [12, 13] . All sentences were uttered with a deliberately flat intonation and with no pitch accents standing out on the keywords. They were saved as unique sound files in Waveform Audio File Format (.wav).
Further acoustic balancing consisted in adjusting the root mean square level of the individual sentences to 70 dB sound pressure level (SPL). A stationary speech noise was then created by shaping a white noise according to the long-term average spectrum of the complete set of sentences using a Praat script based on code developed by Quené and van Delft [14] . A post hoc analysis showed that in agreement with the principles laid out in the ISO 8253-3 norms concerning audiometric test methods, the speech level of a single test sentence did not deviate from the average level of all sentence test items by more than ±3 dB.
Sentence Selection and New List Formation All sentences were inserted in A §E
® 2012 audiometric assessment software [15] . All correct and erroneous repetitions of the keywords within each carrier sentence were scored directly in the A §E ® 2012 software program by the test administrator, a native speaker of Dutch. The sentences were presented in the abovementioned speech noise at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of -5 dB in the sound field from a single loudspeaker at 0° azimuth on the horizontal axis at 1 m distance from the listener. All participants were tested in the same quiet room under similar acoustic testing conditions. Prior to testing, the noise levels of the room were checked by means of an MPAA1 T.meter.
The complete set of 500 sentences was presented to 30 listeners (8 men and 22 women with an average age of 27.2 years [SD 9.9]). For each participant, the pure tone average (PTA) at 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz was first estimated for the left and the right ear following the modified Hughson-Westlake procedure [16] using an Interacoustics AS608 type 4 audiometer and Amplivox Audiocups headphones. At the group level, the average PTA was 11 dB HL (SD 2.24) for the left ear and 10.45 dB HL (SD 6.12) for the right ear. The 30 listeners were instructed to repeat what they had heard and were encouraged to guess if they had missed a word or part of a sentence. In total, the sentence repetition task thus yielded 15,000 sentence repetitions. For each sentence, a percent correct score was calculated based on 30 × 2 keyword repetitions.
Based on these test results, within each syntactic type and for each speaking voice (male, female) the sentences were then sorted by percent score and outliers were removed from the test set. From the initial set of 500 sentences, 360 were retained and assigned to 12 lists containing 30 sentences each. Each list was carefully balanced based on the linguistic parameters described above, controlling for the length and syntactic structure of the carrier sentences and for the length of the keywords. In agreement with the methodology used for the development of the AzBio sentence lists for English [17] , the first 12 sentences were sequentially assigned to lists 1-12 and the next 12 to lists 12-1. This was done for each syntactic type and speaking voice separately.
Norm References
Normative data were then gathered for the Flemish and Dutch listeners separately using the corresponding recordings of the sentence test. A test protocol was designed in view of generating a psychometric curve with a resolution of 2 dB based on speech repetition accuracy. The participants in this norm reference study were 60 young normal-hearing listeners who were native speakers of one of the regional variants of the Dutch language (n = 30 Flemish; n = 30 Dutch). The inclusion criteria for participation were based on the age (between 18 and 35 years old) and the hearing threshold of the listener (PTA ≤20 dB HL for both ears).
The speech audiometric assessment then started with the presentation of one of the 12 lists, for which the intensity of the speech signal was set at 78 or 76 dB SPL (randomly distributed amongst the participants) and against a background noise with a fixed intensity level of 70 dB SPL. Speech perception performance was measured in terms of the percentage of correct sentence repetitions based on 60 keywords per list of 30 sentences (i.e., a sentence repetition accuracy of 70% indicates that 42/60 keywords were repeated correctly). For the second and successive lists, the intensity of the speech signal was increased by 4 dB and testing was continued until a 100% repetition score was obtained (i.e., 60/60 correct keyword repetitions in a list of 30 sentences). The initial level was then decreased by 4 dB until a speech repetition accuracy of 0% was reached (i.e., 0/60 correct keyword repetitions in a list of 30 sentences).
The second part of the speech audiometric assessment consisted in a presentation of one of the 12 sentence lists in silence at an intensity level of 40 or 42 dB SPL (randomly distributed amongst the participants) and followed by a stepwise increment of 4 dB for each consecutive list until a 100% repetition score was reached. The subsequent list was presented at a decreased intensity of 4 dB. Again, the initial level was then decreased by 4 dB until 0% repetition accuracy was obtained.
As such, for each listener, a set of different values of speech repetition accuracy between 0 and 100% was obtained for both listening conditions (silence, noise).
Results
List Equivalency at the Level of Speech Repetition Accuracy
A first analysis of sentence intelligibility based on the repetition accuracy showed an average correct score of 63.40% (SD 1.01) across the lists (see Table 1 for more details). The new test set of 360 sentences was further evaluated in view of the equivalency of the different lists both at the group level and at the level of the individual listeners. Firstly, the between-list variability at the group level was tested by running a one-way ANOVA with the percent correct scores for all 30 listeners per list as the dependent factor and the list number as an independent group factor. No significant difference was found between the 12 lists (F(11, 348) = 0.463, p = 0.969), indicating an equivalency in perceptual difficulty for all lists. Secondly, a one-way within-subject ANOVA was conducted to assess the effect of list choice on the sentence repetition accuracy for each individual listener. Here also, no significant difference was found between the 12 lists (F(11, 348) = 0.892, p = 0.549), implying that the different lists are of equal difficulty at the individual level as well.
List Equivalency at the Language Level
The variability in speech materials between the 12 lists was further assessed for the different linguistic parameters that were used as additional design criteria to compile the sentence test set. Firstly, the phonemic histograms of the 12 lists indicated that the phonemic distribution was similar to that of the spoken language reference corpus. The LiCoS lists exhibit an average phoneme z-distance of 2.08 (SD 0.29) to the reference corpus; as such, its test items may be considered to be "best phonemic exemplars" of spoken Dutch. With respect to the variation in syntactic complexity, full list equivalency was achieved due to the fact that a fixed number of sentences of each syntactic type was included in each list in combination with a careful balancing between the male and female speaker's voices and sentence length based on the number of words within each syntactic type. The sentence test set proved to be highly homogeneous, exhibiting a very stable average length of 2 syllables (SD 0.085) for the keywords and of 11.69 syllables (SD 2.12) for the carrier sentences across all lists. An overview of the linguistic parameters for each sentence list is given in Table 2 .
Materials for Clinical Use
In clinical practice, there may be circumstances in which audiologists wish to perform a speech audiometric assessment based on smaller numbers of test sentences (e.g., due to lack of time or manpower on the side of the audiologist, or a reduced attention span in the case of particular groups of listeners such as elderly adults). Therefore, the 360 sentences were assigned once again to 36 lists of 10 sentences according to their repetition accuracy and in agreement with the sequential assignment principle described above. For this shortened test version, equivalency was assessed by comparing the average level of performance scores obtained from the lists with 30 sentences to the lists with only 10 sentences. A within-subject analysis of the sentence repetition outcomes of the 30 listeners as a dependent variable and the length of the sentence lists (10 sentences vs. 30 sentences) and the list number as independent variables revealed that there was no significant 
Norm Reference Curves and Speech Recognition Thresholds
For each participant, 6-8 data points between 0 and 100% were obtained both for the silent and the speech-innoise listening condition. Together, the data points cover stimulus presentation levels with an intensity between 16 and 48 dB SPL (silence) and SNRs between -16 and +14 dB (noise).
In agreement with standard practice in norm referencing, percentile ranking scores were calculated for the different intensity levels and SNRs for Dutch and Flemish separately. The Appendix provides the full normative data description in terms of the 2.5th, the 50th, and the 97.5th percentile values for each listening condition and regional variant of the Dutch language. A sigmoid curve was fitted through these data points based on the logistic model function in (1):
where Int represents the intensity of the test stimulus, α the steepness of the curve, and Int° the intensity level at which the sigmoid function's midpoint is reached (or the SRT at 50% correct repetitions). The percentile rankings are depicted in Figure 1 . Details about the norm reference data can be found in the Appendix below. In addition, for each listening condition and regional language variant, the average SRT and the SDs were calculated based on the individual speech identification curves obtained for each listener by applying the same logistic model function. The slope of the curve in its midpoint was calculated based on the function's first derivative, for which the equation is given in (1′):
The resulting SRTs and slopes are given in Table 3 and the corresponding curves in Figure 2 . 
Discussion
Current sentence test materials for the Dutch-speaking area are typically well controlled for perceptive similarity. This is generally done by reducing linguistic variation up to the level of the individual test items, e.g., by using a particular sentence type exhibiting low syntactic complexity such as the Subject-Verb-Object template. This type of construction represents the canonical word order of Dutch with the agent and object of a transitive verb taking up, respectively, the sentence-initial and sentence-final positions. In such prototypical constructions, the listener may partially fill in missing acoustic informa- tion based on syntactic predictability, e.g., by merely "guessing" the presence of the missed object of a verb based on the grammatical principle inherent in the Dutch language that transitive verbs do not allow their object to remain empty. By ignoring such linguistic effects on sentence understanding, variation in speech audiometric outcomes may be wrongly attributed to sensory processing capacities only. Many clinics are using sentence intelligibility tests to evaluate the hearing performance of patients with a hearing impairment over time; when outcomes are based on linguistically simplified test sets, increased speech perception performance may be the result of good linguistic compensation skills, rather than genuine hearing capacities. This implies that such outcomes may potentially mask the need for further fine-tuning of hearing aids or cochlear implant speech processors. For the Germanspeaking area, these insights have led to the development of a new speech audiometric sentence test in which linguistic complexity is employed as an additional design criterion to compile sentence lists [18] .
As is well known, natural conversation includes a wide variety of sentences, including complex syntactic structures that may be less supportive to speech perception and may even put a burden on auditory processing. Within our own group, we have recently reported important linguistic effects of test stimuli on hearing performance outcomes for the Dutch-speaking area [19] . Using test sentences with varying degrees of linguistic difficulty at the morpholexical and syntactic levels, we have found that sentence repetition accuracy is significantly lower with verbs than with nouns, adjectives, or adverbs, or with syntactically more complex constructions such as passive sentences (e.g., The document has been released into the public domain) or object relative clauses (e.g., I
am looking for the book that I bought yesterday) as compared to "easy" Subject-Verb-Object sentences. Also, the LiCoS test sentences were deliberately recorded using a normal conversational style and speaking rate instead of a less naturalistic form of speech which is optimized for intelligibility ("hyperspeech") [20, 21] . Due to the combination of the enhanced linguistic complexity and normal speech rate of the test items, the new LiCoS test provides a highly realistic impression of the differences in day-to-day hearing functioning in oral communication. As fewer subjects will achieve maximum performance in quiet or in noise conditions, these new LiCoS sentence test materials will be particularly suited for individuals who show near-ceiling performance when tested with linguistically less challenging items such as the ones used in the existing sentence tests [2, 4] .
Conclusions
The main aim of this study was to overcome the potential tension between clinical and ecological validity in speech audiometric assessment by creating a new set of sentence materials for the Dutch-speaking area (Flanders, The Netherlands) estimating a listener's hearing performance in everyday listening situations. Within the limits of the ISO 8253-3 norm for speech audiometry [22] , a design criterion has been used that aims to achieve homogeneity across test lists, by scrambling lists of sentences of different syntactic types while controlling for linguistic complexity at the list level. As such, in one speech audiometric test list, the clinical benefit of high acoustic-linguistic control is combined with the ecological validity of speech stimuli that are highly representative of modern spoken language.
A new sentence test set of 12 lists of 30 sentences was recorded in two standard varieties of the Dutch language spoken in the Netherlands and in Belgium (Flanders). The evaluation of the test materials in a cohort of 30 normal-hearing listeners indicated that LiCoS may serve as a valid measure of functional hearing performance. Each list is balanced for a large number of linguistic factors that cover the lexical, phonological, morphological, and syntactic components of modern spoken Dutch while yielding a similar speech repetition accuracy under identical listening conditions. Norm reference data were gathered based on another cohort of 60 normal-hearing listeners from the Netherlands and Belgium. These norm references may serve as a baseline to evaluate hearing performance in patients with a hearing impairment. Finally, the existence of a "shortened" version of LiCoS paves the way to the development of a Minimal Speech Test battery for Dutch, following the example of Spahr et al. [17] for English. Ideally, such a Minimal Speech Test battery would include a phonemic discrimination task [15] , a list of CVC words [23] , a digits-in-noise test [24] , and 10 LiCoS sentences, providing an optimum mix of low-redundancy and highly redundant speech samples that could be used successfully to evaluate speech understanding of hearing-impaired patients in clinical audiological practice. 
